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SJSU planner
says break
unfeasible

partan Daily
Serving San Jose State University

Although no definite dates have been
set for SJSU’s proposed early semester
calendar, it looks as if Academic
Council’s recommendation to shorten
the five-week break between semesters
won’t be feasible, according to
Maynard Robinson, SJSU academic
planner.
Robinson said that not only does the
recommended plan conflict with
chancellor’s office policy, but it does
not coincide with the area’s junior
college calendars and thus would
hamper any mid -year transfer
students.
Under the plan recommended by
Academic Council in December, the fall
term would end Dec. 21 and the spring
semester would start Jan. 21. However,
Robinson said, chancellor office policy
mandates that the spring semester
begin no earlier than Jan. 27.
"It looks as if we definitely will have
the early semester calendar,"
Robinson said, "but just not the way we
wanted it."
Robinson indicated that the chancellor’s plan, which would start fall
instruction Sept. 5 and end final exams
Dec. 21 then begin spring term Jan. 27
and end school May 29, would probably
be the final calendar dates.
Robinson also said the proposed early
semester calendar, which was designed
to eliminate the "lame duck" period
between Christmas vacation and finals,
is expected to receive final approval by
Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke soon.

Charges ’confidence breach’

Venuto criticizes Bunzel
By Dean Daily
Dr. Peter Venuto has charged
President John H. Burnet with "a
branch of confidence of the grievance
procedures" in his handling of the
report and recommendations of the
SJSU Faculty Grievance Committee.
Dr. Venuto, an assistant professor of
management, was dismissed earlier
this semester by President Bunzel.
Dr. Venuto appealed the decision
through the grievance committee,
which sent its recommendations to
President Bunzel’s office early in
December.
Dr. Venuto says President Bunzel has
violated
grievance
committee
procedural regulation by delegating the
matter to Presidential Assistant

George Halverson, and in the attempt
at restoring the defectively recorded
tape by Audio Visual Department
Coordinator Walter Fox.
Dr. Venuto claims President Bunzel
must make the decision by himself and
consult only with the members of the
Faculty Grievance Committee. Bunzel
would not comment on the charge or
any other matter concerning the
Venuto case.
The original basis for President
Bunzel’s denial of Dr. Venuto’s
retention, tenure and promotion, is not
known, since Faculty Grievance
Committee hearings, in which the
reasons for denial of retention were
discussed. were closed to the public and
the press.
Participants in the proceedings are

Prison film
tomorrow
morning

SJSU group

A tape and slide show of the "Stanford prison experiment" will be shown
in Jessica Mitford’s "The American
Way" class in JC 141, Thursday from 11
a.m. to 12:15 p.m.
The experiment, conducted by Dr.
Philip G. Zimbardo, a Stanford
University psychology professor, involved student volunteers who acted in
the roles of prisoners and prison guards
in an attempt to simulate prison conditions.
Although scheduled to last two weeks,
the experiment had to be terminated
after five days because some students
couldn’t take the pressure in the real life situation.

China trip
approved
Dr. Edward Lewis, associate
prof.ssor of education at SJSU,
returned from the holidays to learn that
the proposed tour of educational institutions in the People’s Republic of
China that he hoped to lead next
summer has been approved.
The proposed August tour should last
between 21 to 30 days and is slated to
visit educational institutions at all
levels in China from pre-school to the
university level.
Lewis stated that 25 persons have
already signed up for the tour that
possibly might only have accomidations for only 15 to 20 persons.
Members of the Lewis lead group, the
Chinese-American Friendship Group,
San Jose, will make the non-credit tour
with the cost of the trip estimated
around $2,300 for air fare, hotel accommodations and meals.
Lewis expects to receive the specific
details on the exact locations the tour
will visit upon final confirmation of the
tour by the People’s Republic of China.

required to keep all matters confidential.
Also, Dr. Venuto charges, he has not
been told by President Bunzel or any
other administration official the reason
for his dismissal. Dr. Venuto has sent a
letter to President Bunzel requesting
the reasons for his dismissal, and has
not yet received a reply.
George Sicular, president of the SJSU
chapter of the United Professors of
California, is the faculty representative
at the grievance committee hearings.
Sicular, a professor of engineering, has
refused comment on Monday’s meeting
on the resolution of the tape problem.
He said whether or not a faculty
member was told the reasons for his
dismissal was completely up to the
administration.

Dr. Peter Venuto

Indians’ trial begins
From the Associated Press
ST. PAUI MINN. - Jury selection
began yesterday in the federal court
trial of American Indian Movement
AIM leaders Russell Means and
Dennis Banks for their roles in last
year’s takeover at Wounded Knee, S.D.
The two are charged with 10 counts of
conspiracy in connection with the 71 day takeover. The case is expected to
last as long as four months. Defense
attorneys have said that their defense
will be the government’s failure to
honor treaties made with American
Indian tribes for more than 100 years.
There were 31 prospective jurors
available for questioning. The first,
John Oden of Red Wing, said he could
beobjective even though his sympathies
"would be more with the American
Indian than against it. But I feel I would
be able to put aside those impressions."
About 50 persons gathered outside the
federal courthouse building and
cheered as Means and Banks arrived

Committee postpones
instructional fee hearing
Nicole Bengiveno

Photo buffs come younger every day as a student
at Life School Alternative proves by trying his
hand at the camera.

The California Assembly Education Committee postponed for lack of a
quorum a hearing yesterday on legislation requiring payment for the cost of
instruction at the University of California and the State Universities and
College system.
T he hearing has been rescheduled for next Tuesday.
Cost of instruction in the bill is defined as follows:
Fifteen units or more would cost $285 per quarter or $427.50 per semester
at the state university and colleges and $330 per quarter at U.C.
Graduate instruction would cost $23 per quarter unit or $34.50 per
semester unit at the state university and colleges and $36 per quarter unit at
U.C.

with their attorneys. All persons entering the building were checked with
metal detection devices for hidden
weapons.

Energy saved
at SJSU?
The recent move to daylight savings
time will have little effect on energy
savings at SJSU for at least a month,
according to Byron Bollinger, buildings
and grounds supervisor.
"Right now it’s hard to tell how much
energy we’re saving since it’s still dark
when we open the building up in the
morning and the lights are used,"
Bollinger said, adding that the difference wouldn’t be worth talking
about.
Next month, however, when it will
remain light until 8 p.m. and be lighter
in the mornings, there will definitely be
a save on electricity use.
Two weeks ago SJSU was forced to
switch to oil when Pacific, Gas &
Electric cut off its natural gas flow for
almost 24 hours. The PG&E line from
Texas was forced to switch its gas to
Michigan when the state was suffering
from a cold spell.
If SJSU is forced to go on oil again
during the school year, there are no
allocations set aside for SJSU to get oil
needed after its supply for about four
days runs out.
"We’re working on ways to get oil,
but right now there’s no way to get it
and we’re going to have a big problem if
forced to go on oil for too long of a
time," Bollinger said.

Model Cities - II

Outside funds needed for stranded plans
(This is the second of four parts on the Model Cities
program.
By Sharon Ballow and Janet Parker
Special to the Daily
All Model Cities projects will suffer in some respect
when the federally financed program shuts down in June,
according to Obner Ricks, administrative assistant to
Model Cities of San Jose (MC,SJ
"The door may be open for some but others will have
nowhere else to turn," Ricks said. The city is evaluating
all projects to determine which ones it might be able to
fund.
Model Cities federal funding provided $507,550 for the
1972-73 year to San Jose Parks and Recreation for projects
in the four neighborhood areas.
Bert Gerlitz, executive assistant to the parks and
recreation director, discussed Model Cities.
"They are quite generous," he said. "The only problem
has come in getting enough funds for specific programs
because Model Cities does not have that much money to
work with."
The Mayfair Park Complex, on Kamrnerer Avenue, has
received $137,500 for acquisition and development. The
Plaza de Guaclelupe, on the east corner of Guadalupe at
Auzerais Avenue, has received $100,000 for acquisition.
Lesser amounts have gone to other projects.
According to Gerlitz, additional funds will be needed for
the Alma Neighborhood Center, Plaza de Guadalupe, and
diving pools at Biebrach Complex, Virginia Street and
Willis Avenue.
Citizens must speak
"Better programs can come through citizens telling the
Parks and Recreation Department what they need
through Model Cities," Gerlitz said.
Will the parks and recreation facilities in the Model
Cities neighborhood areas suffer when Model Cities
closes? Gerlitz believes, "As long as need exists the ratio
from the Parks and Recreation Department for Model
Cities neighborhood areas will be the same, even if there
are no Model Cities "
Model Cities residents formerly received $1500 for 80
students through the San Jose State College Foundation,
but the money has now been eliminated. Students who
previously received this aid will have to obtain assistance
from the SJSU Financial Aids Office in the future.
"This will put a drain on money now used by other
students," Gabriel Reyes, project director for the foundation, said.
Reyes says the only alternative seems to be in revenue

sharing and "it doesn’t seem to be going in that direction," he said.
San Jose City College has also received Model Cities
aid. The college received $30,000 for 1973-74 according to
Armando Moreno, SJCC Cooperative Learning Program
director.
"There will be no great hardship if the funds are not
continued since money was available for the first time this
year," Moreno said.
Childrens’ centers
"We attempt to provide an educational and recreational
program for Model Cities children and San Jose residents’
children as well," Hiawatha Powell, project director for
the San Juan Bautista Child Development Center, said.
The program presently involves 135 children who come
to the center at 1515 Pensacola Drive 40 hours a week if not
in school and 20 hours per week if enrolled in public
school.
At the beginning of the year the center will apply
simultaneously for alternative funding to different
outlets, Powell said.
"We will have to put our feelers all over," Powell said.
"There’s no guarantee we will be able to get assistance.
We must find financial backing, or the program will fall
through."
A similar program is the Gardner Parents Child
Development, Inc.
Fifty children, two to five years old and extended day
children in elementary school, attend the center.
Model Cities provides 25 per cent and Santa Clara
County 75 per cent of the current $110,000 budget.
The future is vague. Three months worth of revenue
sharing money has been allocated to extend the program
to June.
"After that nothing is definite," Diane Barnett, project
director, said. "There are a few bills supposed to help
these programs that have lost federal funding."
"If the program is a success with revenue sharing, and
no other means of support has been obtained, the revenue
sharing will probably continue," Barnett believes.
Another Model Cities program is involved with
rehabilitation of housing and demolition of some structures.
The Model Neighborhood Relocation Project has
received $250,000 from Model Cities.
All neighborhoods are being rehabilitated. However,
Tropicana needs the least assistance and Mayfair
probably the most according to John Jorgl, director.

San Juan Bautista Child Center
The relocation project is looking mainly to revenue
sharing to continue the program. "But that’s up to the
local politicians," Jorgl declared.
One Model Cities program, Adalante Recovery House
for alcoholics, is just getting started and already must
seek alternative funding.
The project will open in this month in the Eastside of
San Jose for Model City residents who want to cure their
alcoholism. The residents will receive room and board.
Adalante was allocated $37,500 by Model Cities. Of that
money $12,300 was used for planning accomplished in the
last six months. Adalante has $25,200 left for the implementation of the project.
The "Gregorio Bill" is the best hope for more funds for
Adalante, Albert Borquez, project planner, said.
The bill calls for $9 million given by California, of which
$433,000 will be given to Santa Clara County. Recovery
houses would receive 20 per cent of this funding.
"There is also revenue sharing," Borquez said. "We

apply for nioney wherever it is possibly offered."
City support
The city has shown some willingness in the past to take
over Model Cities projects it deems worthwhile. The ombudsmen program was run by Model Cities for two years
until San Jose City Council voted to adopt the support of
the program at $70,000 per year. The program provides an
opportunity for citizens with complaints to express them
and have them handled by someone who is not a member
of any city staff.
Assistant San Jose City Manager Frank Knosler said
city council will be well on its way to completing its survey
of Model Cities projects in February.
"At that time there will be an intensive review to
determine how adaptable they are to city needs," he
contended.
Model Cities director Bob Martinez said flatly, "Most of
our programs have proved they are worthwhile and there
is a need."
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The Contraceptive Counseling, Education and Clinic
Program, better known as the SJSU Birth Control
Clinic, may be facing a change in operation a change
that may hamper the quality which has made this oneyear-old program a success.
More than 2,000 coeds took advantage of the clinic’s
services in its first year of operation. But Robert S.
Martin, dean of student services, has proposed integrating the Birth Control Clinic and the Student
Health Center.
Integration of the two, we believe, would be
detrimental to the clinic’s success.
My merging, the Health Center would save $18,000
by using its own doctors, who are all general practitioners. But the clinic presently offers the services of
specialists. Two licensed gynecologists are on duty
every Monday and Tuesday night.
Not only would the expertise of these specialists be
lost, but the most important element of the program
volunteer help may be eliminated.
Student volunteers do not just run errands, but
through their counseling, are an integral part of the
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clinic’s service. These volunteers personalize the
service for their clients through extensive discussions.
Volunteers and doctors share a four-hour service to
their patients, a service the student health doctors
may not be able to provide.
Under the present service, benefits are twofold. The
patient asks and learns about the birth control method
she has selected, and the volunteer picks up academic
credit. ( SJSU is the only state university which offers
credit to student volunteers who work in the
program.)
Our concern touches on two major points. We
believe specialists can best provide the help sought by
the clinic’s many patients. We also believe that
volunteer help is invaluable as an added service.
Integration of the Birth Control Clinic with the
Health Center might be financially desirable, but it is
highly doubtful whether the present quality of service
could be maintained.
Unless the Health Center can present a better
alternative, we will continue to support the studentrun clinic in its present format.
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A glorified ticket to nowhere

Point of View

A.S. cutbacks for athletics

Bruce Jewett
to be a cowboy, fireman, butcher, might even pay off the bills for you.
Inevitably, you will one of these
baker, candlestick maker. It does
days be watching your last blood
not matter if you grow up at all.
Become a Good Person.
cell sign off. If your life could be
Now, good people will always be measured in more than the size of
in demand and there will always be your swimming pool and how many
a short supply. The good thing Porsches you had that would be
about the job is that it’s extremely good.
flexible.
Good things happen to good
people. And when they do not, they
do not compromise or lose their
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Warren Hein
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Debbie Tennison
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one set of hang-ups for another.
Sports editor
Ed Semler
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And he/she is able to handle those
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editor
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It does not matter if you grow up

The senior slump hits like a
bouquet of anvils. Suddenly the
mind is eroded by heebie jeebies of
being dumped into the warm
wonderful working world.
Almost two decades of schooling,
from graham crackers to log
rhythms, come to a screeching stop
and spit out one more overundertrained
educated,
frankenstein. You.
For the past few years we have
been hearing that the bachelor’s
degree, worshipped and glorified in
our tender years, is now a ticket to
nowhere. Now it’s get a master’s, a
doctorate, and then you still have
to sweat it. It’s who you know, got
to have connections, blind luck.
Yes, Virginia, there is a hell.
A few of us will immediately live
happily ever after. But most of us
will be throwing ourselves on the
mercies of personnel managers. Or
wind up in front of the welfare
window discussing relativity and

Sparlau Daily

Tim Robb
Recent proposals by the A.S. executive branch to
fund intercollegiate athletics at a level $50,000 below
what they have requested for next year is the first step
in a long-awaited showdown that will eventually end
up in President John H. Bunzel’s office.
A.S. executives rationalize the cutbacks on the basis
of shifting student priorities ( which they maintain are
going away from student funding of athletics) and on
the basis of an agreement they made with Dr. Bunzel
during the lengthy budget talks earlier this semester.
In that agreement it was stated that "reductions in the
Associated Students funding for athletics are expected
to occur."
Exact dollar amounts were not quoted, although it
was assumed by the Athletic Department that the
reductions would be limited to the funding of grantsin-aid (athletic scholarships). Obviously the A.S.
made no such assumption or had no such intentions, as
it now hopes to discontinue all funding for track and
basketball.
The issue of next year’s funding will probably have
to be resolved by Dr. Bunzel when he reviews the
finalized A.S. budget, and right now it seems inconceivable that he would allow the Athletic Department to suffer a 35 per cent cut in its operating budget.
However, the concept of student funding for

Editorial

Letters to the Editor
rebollal
Editor:
This letter is in response to
George Fuller’s comments on Sue
Hathaway’s "irresponsible
journalism." He states that Sue
violated one of the basic tenets
of journalism. This is because
she failed to get 7-11’s reasons of
their higher prices. I would like to
comment myself on Mr. Fuller’s
remarks.
The A.S. Consumer Switchboard, which gave Sue the
information on the prices, has a
responsibility to the students. One
of those responsibilities is to find
out what local stores charge
students as compared to, say,
other off campus stores. The A.S.
Consumer Switchboard also has
the duty to print that information
which they feel is important to the
students. The prices are public
information and students have
every right to know them. These
surveys, like the 7-11 one, have
some very good spinoffs for the
students.
First, it allows the students to
choose which store they feel is
giving them the most for their
money. Prices tend to speak for
themselves. Second, price surveys will help increase competition between stores, which is
the American way and that tends
to lower prices. One of the 7-11
stores surveyed lowered its price
of Ivory detergent from its presurvey price of 79 cents to a lower
price of 69 cents, the same as the
rest of the 7-11 stores in the San
Jose area. This Ivory detergent
was the only item mentioned in

the 7-11 survey article as far as
prices were concerned.
To attack Sue Hathaway’s
article as a case of "classic
irresponsible journalism" is
wrong. She only printed the facts
and a statement by myself stating
that I thought that 7-11 was taking
advantage of the students immobility by charging the higher
prices.
The A.S. Consumer Switchboard will continue to do
surveys in the campus area and
will also seek to have those facts
printed in the Spartan Daily for
the students to use in the
marketplace.
Bill Clarkson
Consumer Switchboard

Lean. sends lore
Editor:
As you read this letter, a
brilliant Harvard psychologist
and philosopher sits in prison in
California. Dr. Timothy Leary is
in jail because he trusted the
constitutional guarantee of
freedom of speech, and spoke out
for the viewpoint he believed in.
Today, ten years after he
recommended decriminalization
of marijuana, and after the
concurrence of two presidential
commissions, the American
medical, psychiatric and bar
associations, and the drug
commissions of India, Britain and
Canada, Dr. Leary sits in prison
for the "crime" of being found in
the presence of two roaches.
Right now we are developing a
national campaign to make

people aware of the situation.
This is being done by distributing
Timothy’s latest writings, and
through various media projects
which this publishing supports.
Our latest initiative is a $25
million lawsuit against the
government for conspiracy to
enforce the marijuana laws
capriciously, in order to suppress
dissent in this country.
Since he was kidnapped and
imprisoned last January, Dr.
Leary has published two books,
"Neurologic," a concise expression of the Leary philosophy
today, including the revisions and
additions of the past few years,
and "Starseed," a speculation on
the significance of the comet now
within our solar system. These
books are available from
STARSEED, 531 Pacific Ave. San
Francisco, California, 94133.
Timothy is well and, as always,
boundlessly optimistic. He sends
you his love.
Joanna Leary

The ’fr(’e’ press
Editor:
The Sunday San Jose Mercury
News may have found a way to
have a free press. If they don’t
pay writers, what could be freer?
Last week, the San Jose
adnewspapers
began
vertisements in their Sunday
editions for outside contributors,
non-professionals, to write firstperson stories about events they
remember. The pay for these
articles is to be the satisfaction of
seeing them in print in the Sunday
California Today magazine.

athletics has to be dealt with and resolved so the
Athletic Department will be able to make plans for the
based on a constant, predictable level of
future
funding.
The question of student priorities for A.S. funding
will be handled by a committee of the Athletic
Advisory Board. The committee plans to coordinate a
student referendum on the issue, but the results of
such a referendum probably will not be known until
sometime in the next academic year. Until that time it
would appear that A.S. executives and legislators will
be acting on their own priorities.
So what’s wrong with that? Nothing, except that any
broad-based funding cutbacks will undoubtedly set
back San Jose’s athletic program several years.
A.S. executives are tired of hemming and hawing
over this issue and their action reflects that anxiety.
But without a clear mandate from the students on this
campus they are taking steps which, without any
funding alternatives available, will effectively cripple
programs that many individuals have committed
themselves to.
Until student priorities can be accurately determined, the A.S. would be acting irresponsibly by
imposing funding reductions to the degree they have
indicated.

The idea of people writing firstperson stories on a regular basis
is not new to journalism. Readers
Digest has been using human
interest stories like this for years.
The difference is that Readers
Digest pays its contributors for
copy that they make money from.
Maybe the Ridder papers have
found a way of getting something
for nothing. They have at least
found a way of filling space in the
papers without paying their
writers Guild rates for it.
It is amazing that this idea of
replacing paid professionals with
amateurs ever got off the ground,
especially since the Mercury and
News are Guild papers, but the
paper seems willing not to pay for
what it gets, if it can get away
with it.
It will be interesting to see what
the paper can get for nothing. The
papers do not pay much now for
articles in California Today, not
enough to cover the labor involved in researching and writing
an article, so it will be fun to see
what kind of writing the papers
get for nothing.
This week KLOK radio also has
launched a drive for personal
stories. The difference is that the
radio station is giving cash
awards for the material, up to
$100 for the best story of the
month. This is different from
asking for something for nothing.
If the Mercury and News can
get stories for nothing, maybe we
can get the Sunday paper for
nothing, or at least get it cheaper.
On second thought, what could be
cheaper?
Chris D. Morris

4

Easy registration
At last. Relief from the archaic SJSU registration process is finally in
sight.
The Computer-Assisted Registration (CAR) system is scheduled to be
implemented at SJSU come fall 1974. Scott Anderson, director of the CAR
program, predicts it will eliminate long lines for registration and feepaying, and will allow departments to make more efficient use of faculty
time through better scheduling.
The mock CAR experiment held during the first weeks of December
was a success, Anderson said, even though student participation was far
short of his original 90 per cent goal.
More than 5,000 of the more than 20,000 spring 1974 returning SJSU
students participated and there were no major foul-ups on any level, he
stated.
Because the CAR computer is already on campus, it seems likely the
process would have been implemented in the fall even if the experiment
had been only moderately successful.
In any case, the experiment appears to have familiarized SJSU
students, faculty members and administrators with the process.
Although several departments made participation in the mock CAR
process a condition for pre-registration for their majors, most students
cooperated voluntarily.
The CAR program is already in successful operation at Sacramento
State University (SSU) and will be implemented at Long Beach and Chico
state universities in the spring. It will eventually be in operation at all 19
state colleges and universities.
More than 93 per cent of the students who registered under the CAR
system at SSU got all the classes they requested this semester.
Registration by computer has also eliminated long lines for registration
and fee-paying at that school.
Students returning to SJSU this fall may look forward to enjoying
similar freedom from bureaucratic red-tape.

Speak out!
The Spartan Daily will accept
letters or guest columns of any
length from interested individuals
on or off campus. For quick and
full publication letters should be
limited to 10 inches, or about 350
words. The editor reserves the
right to edit for taste, libel, space

or style. The editor also reserves
the right to cease publication on
topics he feels have been
exhausted.
Letters may be brought to the
Spartan Daily in JC 208 or sent care
of the Department of Journalism
SJSU, San Jose, Ca. 95192.
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Women’s Studies going and growing
Reaction better
than expected
By Kathy Rengstorff
The Women’s Studies
program at SJSU has
grown from a membership
of five to approximately 120
since its founding in the
spring of 1972, according to
Dr. Fauneil J. Rinn,
program coordinator and
political science professor.
"The program has attracted more interest and
devotion than we expected
and the response has been
tremendous," Dr. Rinn
said.
"We’re not smug, but

we’ve got something really
good," she added.
Women’s Studies, which
Dr. Rinn stresses "is a
program and not a
department,"
was
organized by four faculty
members and one student
who were concerned about
the deficiency of education
in that area.
"Our thought was that
most everything studied
was about men, particularly in humanities and
social science, but in most
other areas as well.

"Education needed a
change and we decided for
a time to focus on women
only. The whole area of
knowledge
and
understanding
was
incomplete," Dr. Rinn said.
To
implement
the
change, the Women’s
Studies program consists
of 20 committee members
and approximately 100
other active members who
research and recommend
possible courses, get in
touch with department
deans for approval and
encourage students to take
the courses.
"The university (which
funds the program) has
stood behind us and we are
very
grateful.
The

program is a source of
pride to the administration
and they help us out," Dr.
Rinn stated.
"Because
the
administration has been so
receptive, there have not
been angry women or
defensive administrators,"
she added.
When the Women’s
Studies program was
initiated, two women related courses were
taught at SJSU. The
number increased to 16 in
the spring of 1973 and to 23
in the fall. Two more will
be added this spring
semester.
A few of the longer
standing courses presently
taught are "Study of

Women," "Psychology of
Women," "The Society of
Masculinity and Feminity"
and "Women in CrossCultural Perspective."
The two new approved
courses are "Women Past
and Present" and "Modern
by
Poetry
American
Women."
In addition, because of
student
numerous
requests, three sections of
"Psychology of Women"
will be taught whereas only
one was previously taught,
according to Dr. Rinn.
Dr. Rinn, who discusses
the program with great
enthusiasm, said "There
are probably as many men
Studies
Women’s
in
( classwise I as women in

men’s fields such as
economics.
"Roughly
speaking,
approximately one-fifth of
Women’s Studies students
are men. We would like
more, about a 50-50 basis,"
she said.
The
burgeoning
of
Women’s Studies is indicative
of
women’s
progress, Dr. Rinn said.
"A few years ago women
griped and couldn’t decide
who was responsible for
their situation
themselves or society, but they
usually decided society.
"Today we are not
exactly where we would
like to be but we have come
a long way," she stated.
"We are not getting as

much attention in the
media thank God. T hat
means we have moved
away from being a fad,"
Dr. Rinn said.
Women’s Studies has a
good chance to continue
growing, according to Dr.
Rinn. "As of this fall, we
are an official academic
minor. The plan went all
the way through and was
approved by the president
(John H. Bunzel)," Dr.
Flinn stated.
Although she heads the
program as coordinator,
Dr. Rinn does not like
people to think of her as
"the program."
"A part of the women’s
movement is against a
hierarchy and I don’t like to

be quoted much. Women’s
Studies is an active
where
organization
everyone works hard and I
don’t want too much attention called to myself,"
she stated.
Tomorrow: A look at the
Studies
Asian-American
Department,

Europe ’surprised’ at U.S.

German newsman Hans Heine

By Bob Piombo
The repercussions of
Watergate are being felt in
Europe and may affect how
Europe views us, according
to Hans Heine, deputy
director for a German radio
and television station.
a
former
Heine,
Washington, D.C., news
correspondent, is making a
14 -day speaking tour of
colleges and universities
across the United States. He
spoke Monday to SJSU
economic and journalism
students.
"After World War II,
was
the
America
unquestioned moral leader
of the world," Heine said.
"Watergate has surprised,
disturbed and disappointed
people. It’s become a
question concerning the
entire moral fiber of the
American system."
How the U.S. overcomes
of
repercussions
the

Watergate will determine
whether Europe continues to
respect it as a moral leader,
Heine said. He called this
of
self-cleaning
"the
America."
Arriving from Germany
the day before, Heine spent
most of Monday at SJSU
speaking to students. He
appeared tired, but fielded
students’ questions concerning German broadcasting.
Comparing German and
American news broadcasting, Heine claimed the
two differed radically.
"American
has personalities such as ( Walter)
Cronkite
and
(John)
Chancellor delivering the
news," he said. "They have
a voice in selecting news
stories. German newscasts
are more detached.
"We have announcers, who
act just as announcers. They

Practical religion
growing steadily
By Nancy Baker
For me, Scientology is
really enlightening," said
SJSU sophomore Steve
Vargis about the practical
religion which began 20
years ago and now has
almost five million believers
in the world.
Vargis, a recent convert,
got involved with the San
Jose Center, 36 Harold Ave.,
when he started speaking
with another student in the
Student Union. She invited
him to one of the lectures and
he decided to stay.
Now one of 30 SJSU
students at the center,
Vargis is studying the first
scientology lesson, communication, and he’s also
telling other people about his
new beliefs.
Through people like Vargis
and through the books
written by founder L. Ron
the
pan Hubbard,
denominational Church of
Scientology continues to
grow. The San Jose Center,
of
comprised
businesspeople, housewives
and students grew by 400 per
cent last year.
The emphasis of the
religous philosophy, and
probably its attraction, is on
results. Those involved
claim it offers practical
lessons on dealing with the
material world around them.
Patrick Lufkin, director of
community affairs at the

large church in San Fran
cisco, said scientology is
practical; through classes
and spiritual counseling, the
believer is shown ways of
coping with his world.
The cost of the classes are
part of the controversy
around the quickly expanding group. Lufkin said
the church does not take
donations,
and
basic
operating
expenses
necessitate charging for the
courses.
The introduction class,
which centers on improving
communication, costs $50
and usually lasts eight to 10
weeks, although the student
works at his own pace.
If a person is not satisfied
with the class, he can have
his money back, but "we
don’t get very many
requests," he said.
Other classes at the San
Jose Center include courses
in the techniques of studying
and in abstract thinking.
Students in the latter class
use modeling clay to express
the abstract in terms of the
physical universe.
Scientology, said Lufkin,
teaches the concept of
responsibility. People are
responsible for everything
they do, but should not feel
responsible
for
what
someone else does.
Because of his experience
with many eastern religions,
founder Hubbard developed

his idea that people can
accumulate problems from
their earlier lives. Part of
scientology is the claim it
can free you from that.
To become free of these
burdens, a person would go
through what is called
processing where a trained
practitioner uses questions
and ...ills to get the person to
remember and remove these
subconscious blocks, a
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scientology text explained.
This
processing
is
monitored by an electric
instrument which reflects
the person’s tensions and
guides the practitioner to the
problem area. The text calls
this instrument a confessional aid, and insists the
scientologists do not use
drugs or hypnosis or brutal
and suggestive methods.
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have no connection with the
material. The selection of
news is made by an editorial
staff
which
remains
unanimous to the viewers."
Heine doesn’t believe this
style of broadcasting would
be popular in America.

"Americans want their news
personalized," he said.
Although there are no
privately-owned broadcast
stations in Germany, Heine
said the news is not influenced or censored by any
governmental agency.

"We do have a board of
trustees, appointed by the
state legislature, to ensure
that the news remains unbiased and the moral
standards of the population
are not violated," Heinie
said.

Tickets available for Winter
Carnival; fun, frolic in snow
Tickets are on sale for the
eighth annual Winter Carnival sponsored by the
Associated Students. Tickets
for the Jan. 28-Feb. 3 event
may be purchased in the AS.
Business Office or at a table
in front of the bookstore.
The carnival will be held at
Squaw Valley and is open to
students and non-students.
Tickets cost $2.50 for
students and $3 for nonstudents. The ticket will
entitle the purchaser to
dances, wine and cheese
lunch, movies and entry to
all races.
A package plan is also
available. For $57.50 to $73.50
depending on how many are
staying in the hotel, the
purchaser will get lodging,
lift tickets, and meals.
The carnival is held the
week after the semester ends
to give the students a chance
to relax and enjoy themselves before the next
semester begins.

Aside from skiing, ice
skating, and bingo, other
activities will be offered.
In the past, about 1,200
people have attended. A.S. is
expecting at least that many
this year.
A winter queen is also
going to be selected ac-
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cording to John Havans, ski
club representative to the
carnival committee.
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NASA studies of owl wings
aid aircraft noise research
By Roxanne Miller
It may seem highly
unlikely that a common owl
known for being the quietest
of all birds in flight could
provide any clues for
quieting aircraft noise.
But this feathered animal
has done just that.
Scientists at NASA Ames
Research Center in Mountain View have found indications that serrations,
found on no other bird’s
wings but the owl’s, might
one day help reduce noise in
airplanes.
The whole idea of adapting
the serrations of an owl’s
wing for use in aircraft
originated in 1968 with H.
Julian Allen, then director of
Ames Research Center.
Theory
"It was a British sea
:aptain’s theory that the
wil’s unique serrated wing
night be one of the reasons
’or the bird’s quiet flight,"
iccording to Paul Soderman,
aeronautical engineer at
Ames who has been the
principal research engineer
doing the experiments.
"When Allen, then director
of Ames, read in 1968 about
this sea captain’s observations of the owl, he
wondered if the serrated

Paul Soderman shows wing, serrated like a steak knife

Firms cutback energy
’bare necessities’ operation
By Kathy Rengstorff
Energy use has been cut
almost to the barest
necessities by five large
companies, three department chain stores and a
discount chain store.
International Business
General
Machines (,)MBI
Electric, International
Telephone and Telegraph
(ITT), Pacific Gas and
Electric ( PG&E 1, all in San
Jose, Philco Ford in Palo
Alto and General Motors
GM) in Fremont have not
with
complied
only
presidential and PG & E
requests to curtail energy,
but have also taken additional voluntary measures
to relieve the crisis.
Penney’s, Macy’s, Sears

project director.
In electrical curtailment
action, portable heaters and
office coffeepots have been
removed, corridor lighting
has been cut in half and
lights in the administration
building which had been left
on until 1 a.m. are now cut in
half by 9 p.m. and completely turned off by midnight.
Jerry Guerin, GM project
engineer, said his company
has cut electricity from 14 to
20 per cent in the past month.
Advertising signs,
a
portion of parking lot lights
and natural lighting in offices have been turned off.
Guerin does not see the

14,000 oil barrels saved
and K-Mart have also cut gas
and electricity usage to an
operational minimum.
Representatives
interviewed from these companies
and stores said the cutback
was basically standard
throughout the chain.
IBM reduced its gas usage
more than 20 per cent, according to Burt Corsen,
Environmental Planning

electricity shortage as a
possible shutdown problem
but said "fuel is a different
’natter." Since natural gas is
used for manufacturing, GM
must have a sufficient
supply to manufacture its
products or certain areas
will be forced to close, he
said.
GM has a standby propane
system which would last a

Former Johnson aide
pays $40,000 to U.S.
WASHINGTON
AP Bobby Baker yesterday
agreed to pay to the U.S.
E40,000 in return for the
dropping of a federal influence-peddling suit against
him. The action goes back 10
years to suits that began
when Baker was chief senate
operative for the Sen.
Lyndon Johnson.
A Justice Department
official said that the amount
was substantial and showed
that government employees

could not keep the results of
illegal work. Baker had
admitted receiving large
amounts of money but had
clammed they were for work
unconnected with his Senate
duties.
Baker was convicted for
pocketing political contributions and accepting
influence peddling money.
He was paroled two years
ago after serving 17 months
of a three-year sentence.

maximum of only one week,
according to Guerin.
Total energy at GE has
been reduced 10 per cent
with a long term goal of 20
per cent, according to Lois
Walker, Community
Relations Department.
Heat has been completely
turned off in storage areas
and inside lights are off at
6:30 p.m. except where
second shifts work and
photo-electric cell parking
lot lights have been reset or
to
manual
changed
opt ration. Guerin said.
ITT, Jennings Division,
cut lighting by 50 per cent in
some areas and 30 per cent in
others. It also turned off
almost all night lights and
reduced heat to 68 degrees,
according to Ken Kraus,
facilities and maintenance
manager.
Each ITT office must send
a weekly energy report to
Corporate
York
New
Headquarters and a monthly
Worldwide
report
to
Headquarters, he added.
l’hilco Ford cut back
electricity more than PG &
E’s requested 10 per cent, set
back heating temperatures
and reduced its fleet of pool
cars icompany cars used by
employees), according to
Bill Stewart, Northern
California public relations
manager.
Employees using pool and
lease cars are strongly urged
to cut driving speed to 50
mph, Stewart said.
Jim Hughes, marketing
coordinator of PG & E,
estimated the combined 13
service areas in California
would save 14,000 barrels of
oil yearly with heating
cutbacks, and 3.3 million
kilowatt hours in electrical
curtailment.
The combined gas and
electrical yearly savings
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would be equivalent to 6,500
homes shutting off all
energy, Hughes said.
None of the companies
reported accidents connected with light reduction.
All representatives said
lighting is still at a safe level.
Fred Stickney, Sears
maintenance engineer,
James Turner Macy’s store
manager, and Lyman listed
the standard procedures
followed by their stores to
curtail energy usage.
The three department
stores at Eastridge lowered
thermostats, raised air
conditioning temperatures,
cut back store lighting,
turned off the majority of
televisions, radios and
stereos and refrained from
displaying the usual inside or
outside
Christmas
decorations.
Carol Och, personnel
supervisor of K -Mart in
south San Jose, said 30 to 35
per cent of store lights and
approximately 75 per cent of
the televisions which usually
run fulltime have been
turned off.
There has been no cutback
in heating because K -Mart
doesn’t use heat. Overhead
lighting has provided sufficient heat in the past, she
said.
All the companies and
stores are encouraging car
pools. However, because of
staggered work schedules
and employees residence in
so many different areas,
carpooling has been difficult,
those interviewed said.
However, companies are
doing everything possible
( posters, prizes, meeting
and planning) to make it
somewhat convenient.
Employees are taking the
energy crisis seriously and
not compalining, those interviewed said.
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wing might be applied to
aircraft, and he set me to
work on the idea."
Being an aeronautical
engineer may have made
Soderman a prime candidate
for researching this novel
idea, but he soon found out he
wasn’t quite as well versed
in the physhical structure of
the owl.
"I had to find an owl’s
wing I could look at to see
these serrations," the blonde
research engineer admitted.
And owls, he soon found,
were not easy to come by.
"I thought about trapping
one, but I decided that was
out. Then I called the
Audubon Society, and they
said don’t kill one. I finally
went over to San Jose State
University and talked to Dr.
Richard Mewaldt in the
zoology department."
Frozen birds
There were dozens of owls
in refrigerators in the
department, Soderman said.
His first problem was solved
when Dr. Mewaldt gave him
an owl to take home for
reference.
As
he
remembers,
Soderman was overjoyed at
this "find," but his wife was
less than enthusiastic.
"It would have decayed if
it wasn’t kept in the
refrigerator. But after about

a week of opening the
refrigerator door and finding
those big owl eyes staring at
her, my wife told me it had to
So the bird went.
But Soderman kept one
wing to use as a model for his
experiments.
Getting up from his chair,
Soderman walked over to a
file cabinet in his office and
opened the second drawer.
After a few seconds he
located the object he sought
the brown-feathered owl’s
with
wing,
complete
serrations, which he has had
for six years.
The edge of the owl’s wing,
Soderman pointed out, did
indeed have a serrated or
comb-like edge.
First test
his
with
Continuing
recollections, Soderman said
his first test was with a twoblade rotor. He cut metal
strips to resemble the owl’s
wing as closely as possible,
then attached these strips to
the rotor.
To his surprise, the noise
caused by the spinning rotor
was considerably reduced
after these serrated strips
were attached.
Through subsequent tests
Soderman learned the
serrated edges do reduce
noise on rotors spinning at

Court OKs
illegal evidence
WASHINGTON AP - The
Supreme Court yesterday
ruled that prosecutors have
the’ right to use illegally
gatiered evidence in conducting grand jury investigations. The vote was 6
to 3.
The decision will allow
prosecutors to use all
evidence, legal and illegal,
and also forbids accused

persons from refusing to
answer grand jury questions
based on the evidence.
In its decision, the court
declared the ruling was not
with
the
conflict
in
"unreasonable searches and
seizure" clause of the Fourth
Amendment. It was the
court’s
second
major
decision since October.

relatively low speeds, but
don’t seem to help at high
speeds such as are experienced on helicopter
rotors.
Helicopters
"There’s a potential here
for reducing noise of
helicopters and propellers,"
"The
said.
Soderman
serrations didn’t degrade the
performance of the rotor. If
rotors of helicopters in the
future can be made to go
slower, then it may work".
In the six years since the
experiments,
original
Soderman has learned
serrations reduce noise due
to their effect on flow of the
air over the blades. Some of
the noise caused by aircraft
propulsion systems is caused
by air flowing over the
blades and then forming into
vortices, or small tornadolike swirls, behind the blade.
Vortices
What the serrated edge
does, according to Soderman, is cause the air flowing
over the blades to divide into
numerous, tiny vortices.
These vortices smooth the
air behind the wing and stop
the formation of any noisegenerating wake behind the
blade.
So far, Soderman has
primarily experimented
with
rrations on spinning
rotors and on blades of an air
fan. But tests will hopefully
begin this year, he said, to
determine if serrations
would help lessen the noise
produced by jet engine
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compressors.
This noise is the highpitched "whine" heard
primarily when an airplane
taxies on the runway, not the
loud roaring sound heard on
takeoff.
It’s quite a step from
research to development,
according to the young
research engineer. He said
it’s hard to predict where
this owl wing research might
eventually lead.
"These experiments have
prompted several inquiries
so
far
from
various
manufacturers. One guy
called from General Motors
asking about its possible
application in trucks to
reduce radiator noise.
Several aircraft manufacturers, like Boeing, have
inquired,
as
well
as
helicopter companies."
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Singing career
ultimate ambition
of Juan Galindo

Juan Galindo pursues singing career

New year’s sports
hopes and laments
By Tim Robb
Although it is going to be hard to match last year’s Bobby
Riggs - Billy Jean King spectacle in the Astrodome, sports
fans - locally and nationally - can look forward to another
exciting year of action, on and off the fields of competition.
Jan. 13: Fran and the Vikes try to dethrone the Dolphins in
Super Bowl VII.
Jan. 19: No. 1 ranked UCLA Bruins travel to Notre Dame to
face No. 2 ranked Fighting Irish. Notre Dame’s home court
advantage may make this the Bruin’s toughest contest of the
year. UCLA’s last loss: 89-82 at Notre Dame in 1979.71
season.
Jan. 28: Joe Frazier and Muhammad All clash in the longawaited rematch that some say will be Al’s last fight - win
or lose.
Feb. 16: The Spartan baseball squad opens an expanded 56
game schedule with a doubleheader against Cal at Berkeley.
The game will feature the first use of aluminum bats and the
designated hitterrule adopted by the NCAA this year.
March 1: The final month of the NBA regular season play
oegins, and by then Houston, Cleveland and Philadelphia
should be fighting it out for the worst record in the league.
Reason: the chance to draft that weak-kneed giant, Bill
Walton. (If Philadelphia doesn’t "win" rights to Walton they
should get the all-time choke award for having won only 12
games LAST season - an NBA record).
March 16: The Spartan track team travels to Los Angeles
for a double-dual meet with the defending NCAA champion
UCLA Bruins and Long Beach State. A strong showing
against the Bruins could boost Spartan hopes for the
nationals.
April 5: The Seals play their last game of the year against
the Atlanta Flames in Oakland ... And if Charlie Finley gets
his way it’ll be their last game ever in Oakland. (How many
other "professional" sports franchises go without radio
coverage?)
First week in April: The baseball season begins with: Hank
Aaron in San Francisco to end his 186-day wait to tie and
break THE record: The Padres in a) San Diego, b)
Washington D.C., c) all of the above: Dick Williams in a)
Oakland, b) court, c) none of the above.
June ( all month): Crooning and swooning days for the
"very young" Giants.
August: NFL exhibition season begins and the 49’ers start
over with some young, strong running backs acquired
through the draft.
I/

Spartaguide

TODAY
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION
nieets at 7.30 pm..in the Student Chapel
ROOK TALK with Cynthia Gluier, who will
review How to Parent" at 12 30 p m on the
Spartan Cafeteria.
WEDNESDAY CINEMA features The
1letaway’ at 7.30 p m and 10 p rn m Morris
Dade) Auditorium Admission is 50 cents
THURSDAY
SJSU SKI CLUB meets at 7 30 p ni in the

S U ho halo room The Utah trip will be
discussed
BASKETBALL: SJSU on San Diego State
University at 5 45 pm. in San Jose Civic
Auditorium Admission is $3 reserved. 81
area students. and SJSU students 75 cents
SIMS will present a lecture on Tram
scendental Meditation in M11324 Admission
is free
FOLK DANCE CLUB meeLs at 7.30 pni in
SSG 101

By Ramiro Asencio
Community News Service
If you’ve had a chance to
pass by the Civic Plaza,
located on Market and San
Antonio streets, you may
have noticed several booths
where food and crafts were
offered to the public. You
probably didn’t notice one of
San Jose’s local singers,
Juan Galindo, unless you
were there.
Juan Galindo is one of
those singers who has
decided to give it everything
he’s got to become "one of
the best singers of Country
and Western and Mexican
songs." Does this sound like
a hard combination to
achieve successfully?
"I got a feeling I can make
it," said Galindo, "I’ve got a
feeling for Country and
Western and Mexican songs,
and I think it would be
unique for a singer to sing in
both languages in these two
types of music."
A believer in preserving
his heritage, Galindo stated,
"Parents should teach their
children to speak Spanish
because a lot of young people
don’t speak their own
language. I’d like to see
more people appreciate their
culture and heritage."
It was in the Army where
Galindo decided to persue a
career in music.
"I decided to form a band
when I got out. So far I still
don’t know how to read
music that well but I read
some saxaphone music."
As long as he can
remember he has always
had an interest in singing. He
recalls earning 50 cents a
day singing in the cotton
fields of Kerman, California.
"Mexicans laboring in the
fields would pay me fifty
cents to sing songs like, ’Tu
Solo Tu’ and ’Los Varandales’ and I would always
dream of becoming a
singer."
He said his mother, now
living in Fresno, told him she
remembered when he would
pretend to sing to his sisters
at the age of four. She told
him he would take his older
brother’s guitar, put it
across his knee, and the 4year-old virtuoso would
serenade his big sisters.
His mother also told him of
an uncle, who wrote and
sang songs, whose name was
Juan De Dios Valenzuela. In
1925, in Chihuahua, Mexico,
Galindo’s uncle was murdered because of a song he
wrote.
He used actual names in a

Grapplers skunk Hawaii, 43-0
A young University of
Hawaii wrestling squad
came to SJSU Men’s Gym
Monday night only to be
skunked 43-0 by the bigwinning Spartan wrestling
horde.
The Spartans now boast

six consecutive dual meet
wins.
Dan Kida (126 pounds),
Oscar Trevino (134) and
Steve Dick (142) all pinned
their island foes. Gary
Uyeda (150) and Tom
both
Roberts
(190)

decisioned their opponents,
as All-American Donnell
Jackson continued his victory streak by downing his
Hawaii heavyweight.
"It’s a shame we don’t
always have a full lineup,"
said coach Terry Kerr. "Our
team is good enough for
another NCAA (National
Athletic
Collegiate
Association) playoff."
The squad will travel to
Oregon Technical Institute
this week for a series of five
dual meets.

song which concerned the
love affairs of three people,
said Galindo, and one of the
men involved in the love
triangle killed Valenzuela
when he heard the song.
Every Wednesday Galindo
competes for a cash prize at
a Cowtown, a night club,
located on the south end of
San Jose. He has been in the
competition four times and
has been in the finals each
time and once he came in
second place.
"What encourages me,"
Galindo said, "is when
people come up after the
performance
and
congratulate me on my
singing. Especially if they’re
fellow singers," he said.
Galindo would be satisfied
to succeed in any of the two
fields of music and believes
the combination of singing in
two languages will better his
chances for success. Is that
the only reason he likes to
sing?
"No, I enjoy singing but I
have always considered it
my fondest dream to sing
professionally," said
Galindo. Of course, said the
singer candidly, "I enjoy the
thought of being a sex
symbol like Tom Jones or
Burt Reynolds but, I just
want to be liked."
Born in Mesilla, N. M.,
Galindo graduated from
Live Oak High School in
Morgan Hill. He began
playing the base and singing
professionally in 1969.

B.A. ’71, M.A. ’72
An agent of the Penn
Mutual Life Ins, Co.
Wanted to help college
students plan their financiel
success through the use of
life insurance and the setting
of realistic goals. Feel free
to call or drop in at:
1665 Willow St.
San Jose, California
95125
267-2700
Res.: 997.1216

MPenn
Mutual
All-American Donnell Jackson
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Dave Newton

Judgement day is near
.0..11.1.11111.11"0

In a hurry?
We’ll take
the time
to park
your car

Oul.

CAMPUS
/AMPUS

CS1S

SERVICE

IF YOU TOO ARE RATIONING...
THE LOWEST RATES ON YOUR CAR
OR MOTORCYCLE, COME SEE US.

daily &
monthly rates

404 S. Third St.
289 8681

CLASSIFIED
ANNOUNCEMENTS

MEN & WOMEN DRIVERS tor ice
cream, candy, soft drink route.
Arrange a work schedule corn
datable with class schedule 30t0 50
per cent comm. Tropical Ice Cream
Co. 330 Race St 797.422I.
MASSEUSES WANTED, work your
own hours, full or part time, we will
train Tropical Health Salon, 40919
Fremont Blvd., 6$7 7262.
FEMALES, nude modeling, 55 per
hour Ender ience not necessary, 259
0196

AUTOMOTIVE

HOUSING

AUTO INSURANCE - TIRED OF
B EING RIPPED OFF? Call CSIS.
Auto
Originators of Student
Insurance, who have been writing it
in their 9 Calif offices for over 6
years. No student refused. Call 289
8681 or stop by 404 S 3rd St., second
floor 13rd P. San Salvador)
STUDENT CAR INSURANCE with
Farmers Ins Group 25 per cent
discount for 3OGPA low non smoker
rates also Days 941 0223, Eve 341
8873
1961 FORD FALCON, new fires, radio
works, runs good Call 251 3262 or
353 3102

SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB - Co
ed. All facilities for students. 79.50
sh. to 109 SO single 202S Ilth Phone
293 7374
ROOMS ACROSS THE CAMPUS,
Boys 468S 6th St 8.99 5 9th from
Sb0. shared or S79 pot Girls 182 5,
10th from 565 mw Utilities Pd.
Elegant rooms newly decorated.
apply after a pm or call 295 8514
Well
SAN FERNANDO HOUSE
located for serious students Maid
linen se, Color TV Kitchen,
Parking 6990 to 89.50 237 E San
Fernando 293 6345
TOWNHOUSES, 2 Berm Sl5S mo.
New carpet, swimming pool, air
cond free parking & private
balcony Perfect choice. 51 $ 19th
Mgr Apt 3 Call Cliff 795 3962
MEN Large, cheerful rooms, wall to
wall carpet, furnace heat 8. outside
entrance 106S 11th St.
LARGE 18.2 Bdrin Apt 5125 la 155
block from State. Quiet complex.
W W carpets, built in electric kit
<hens. pool Married couples only Ph
2060941. 466 5 5th No 1
GARDEN STUDIOS: S109 & $119
Laundry, off street
Four pools
Parking 1319 Sunny Ct Walk, Bike.
Drove or Bus to SJSU 197 1200
SENSITIVE GENTLEMAN wishes a
friend and companion A sincere
female offered FREE RENT in
exchange for kindness 298 2308
1 BEDROOM IN HOUSE, 5100 ino.
color to, Call Ann 923
kitchen pr
5873
HUGE I IL 7 DORM. APTS parking.
shags, quiet Pre/ Married or
Grads 536 S 8th Call 7957894
ROOMING HOUSE: Up to 17 people
5430 mo 115 S lath St 265 3100

FOR SALE
WINEMAKING EQUIPMENT I
SUPPLIES Open eves 8. weekends
also complete selection of foreign
domestic wines & beers. BODEGA
OF SPAIN 1040 N 4th 295 7438
NOAH’S ARK WATERBED COMStudent
Opening Sale
PANY
discounts, high qualify, low Prices 9
to 9 All new. guaranteed, custom
work 86 Keyes St near 3rd 289 8451
WATERBEDS Grand opening special,
complete king site waterbed with
pedestal frame, heater and then
rnostal Reg $110 now only S118
Discount prices on other Waterbeds
Accessories Downtown Water
beds. 416 W San Carlos, 287 1030
SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER 40c per
pound Any amount Phone 793 2954

PISCEAN A CO. hessomeof the nicest
stores for your complete waterbed
needs FACTORY DIRECT to you.
complete heated king site bed as low
as $103 Four locations 1 131 N 1st
287 7030 2 1528 W San Carlos 294
145 3 Cupertino K Mart Cntr 1001
Sara Sunnyvale Rcl 996 1413 I
Oakridge Mall on Blossom Hill Rd
225 8221
TOOLS ALL NEW! Skill saw, wood
lathe loin sw:noi 522 50 Wood lathe
12in swing) 549 1 horse power G E
Motor 135 new Brooks. 130 E San
f ernando St 297 0409
BLACKLIGHT POSTERS $I SO,
BLACKLIGHT BULB AND FIX
(ORES COMPLETE 4 FOOT $2395
7 FOOT $1195 AND 18 INCHES
S11 99 STROBE LIGHTS 51999, GAS
010 BULBS 5310. PATCHES 750
UP.
LEATHER
GOODS
BINOCULARS
INSENSE
15
St ICES 790 PIPES SI 00 8. UP.
INDIA BEDSPREADS MRS 609, t
SHIRTS $280 EACH. IRON ON
TRANSFER VARIETY 75c EACH
BROOKS, 80 E San Fernando 1 Blk
from 5/SU Phone 2070109

NEAT 2 BDRM CPTS, DRPS, AEK.
Water pd. Adults only 514. 1167 S.
6th St The Marian Rose Apts.
GIRL roommate needed to share ’73
trailer w other girl Within bike
riding dist Serious student only. 540.
rrio util incl 294 0724
PROFESSIONALLY CLEANED
MENTS, 2 bedroom 5135 3
bedroom 5165 629S 10th St. 295 5144
ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED or
unfurnished. $125 per month.
Excellent location Walking distance
to campus 140 North 15th St. Call for
an appointment 244 3650
1,2 & 3 BEDROOM UNFURNISHED
APTS. I bdrrn SI24. 7 bdrm. $113. 3
Writ. $175 Completely rebuilt, new
shag, pool, bike pound. Down Taylor
to 23rd. Call 775 9598
750 N 23rd
ROOMMATE WANTED: Mellow
outgoing person to share clean,
spacious 3 Wren. 7 bath house near
campus with 2 others. Glen at 297.
9404 or 9215199 5.83.30 month
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED’
Spring semester. comfortable house
close to campus. Call 294.7909.
FOR RENT! 2 bdrrn, furnished apt.
5155. Tanta MS So. 10th St. 272.0295.
SHARE LUX. HOUSE with pool,
firplc., tam. rm., 110. rm., with 2
other students 21.29. 274 7318 5100.
rno. + util. Refs.

CUSTOM TAPING FROM YOUR
RECORDS. 4 track, 13 track, reel to
reel Same day service whenever
possible The Arkade, 248 5 1st,
downtown
COSMETICS, photo
VITAMINS
finishing & lots of strange things At
Bill’s College Pharmacy.
MOST MAJOR BRANDS of quality
stereo components available at
dealer cost plus 10 per cent
Additional discounts available on
guaranteed used equipment periodic
specials below dealer cost 252 2028
after 5 p
BARGAINS Old pottery old jewelry
pia
frames books turn, appl cl
woks -c ’hes tools radios records
trunks etc. Thousands of items to
choose from THE LOST FLEA
MARKET open Wed thru Sun.
FREE park &admission 1940S 1st
FOR SALE
LIKE NEW MOTOR
SCOOTER. 5 horsepower. 5300
Great transportation buy! 2120795

GUYS AND GALS! Join a collegelge
BALLET class at Eufrazia Scholl of
Ballet. Basic "technique" for
beginning dancers. Small classes
individual
Beverly
attention.
Eutratia Grant, Dir. 241 1300,
GIRLS: For photographic nude figure
models. MUST BE CUTE. All pox in
good taste. No cheesecake or porn.
Striper session, more if pin are sold
Send measurements, age. snapshot
of face to R.W Kingman, 3005
Postwood Or.. 5.J.. 95132.
FLICKS
"The
WEDNESDAY
Getaway" Wed. Jan 9th Morris
Dailey Aud. Two shows 7 IL 9,33 Pm.
Admission SO cents Presented by
A.S.
"ALOHA, KAMAAINA SENIORS!"
For free information on job op
portunities in
Hawaii
alter
Mamaaina
graduation write to
Career Opportunity Day, Box 9668,
Honolulu, Hawaii 96820
MORE WOMEN WANTED to balance
singles growth group. Fridays at
Sequoia Growth Center 288 8075.
Sensitivity,
SINGLES WORKSHOP
self other awareness growth grout, Fridays 8 pm. 53 1208 Martin Ave
S.J Call 288-8075 for reservations.
"DIRTY HARRY" comes to Friday
Flicks. Clint Eastwood stars in
another detective flick filmed in the
Sap area. Jan 11 at 76 10pm. Morris
Dailey Aud. Only 50 amts. Spon.
sand by Alpha Phi Omega. Soft
drinks at 20 cents.

Special
YIN YANG WATEREDS
student discount with purchase of 7
or more waterbeds 2331 S 7th St
998 5660, 2265 Stevens Creek Blvd
94 3000 21 E
Campbell Ave.
Campbell 378 1040

Tony Jackson

ill
nt

Oh

HELP WANTED

PERSONALS
WEDNESDAY
FLICKS
"The
Getaway" Wed Jan 9th Morris
Dailey And Two shows 7& 9:30 pm
Admission SO cents Presented by
AS
"DIRTY HARRY" comes to Friday
Flicks. Clint Eastwood starts in
another detective flick filmed in the
bay area. Jan 11 at 7610 pm. Morris
Dailey Aud. Only 50 cents Sponsored
by Alpha Phi Omega. Soft drinks at
20 cents

I lines

,

SERVICES
TYPING: Reasonable. experienced &
fast IBM Selectric with symbols
font for technical typing. No editing.
Call 2632739
STUDENT TYPING 65 cents per Page
close to campus Phone 998 1869.
RENT A TV OR STEREO, free
delivery, free service. Call Esche’s
351-2598.
ASTROLOGY. A complete chart is
constructed & interpreted Expert
Work at a reasonable price. 280-6226
I.B.M
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST
Selectric. 0672389 Eves
TYPING IBM. Near campus 2874350
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Dissertations
Reports
Master’s
137 Escobar
Marianne Tarnberg
Ave. Telephone: 356 424 Los Gatos
PISCEAN IL CO. comes thru with
110 speed
bicycle
complete
specialists) parts, sales 8. service at
student prices. nearby Friendly
helpful service We carry Piscean.
Ross,
Regina,
Bridgestone,
Mossberg, Magneet 331 N. 1st 287
7030
BRIDAL FAIR PHOTOGRAPHY
HIGH quality wedding photography
for LOWEST Bay area rates S88
includes gold 6 white album. 60
color prints of your choice, full set of
slides
BRIDE KEEPS ALL
NEGATIVES Extra full color B X
10’s S1.25 each. Staff of 70
photographers
Make an ap
thee
pointment Sat Our samples
decide Open every evening until 10
pm for FREE &idol Packet Call
257 3161
Writing & research assistance -typing,
editing. call 227-3993
TYPISTFAST, ACCURATE. Can edit
Master’s etc Near SJCC. Mrs
Aslanian 798 4104

ACCURATE,
FAST,
TYPING,
ELECTRIC, CALL 377 S142 AFTER
IMO p.m MARCIA REYNOLDS.
TYPING OF ALL KINDS Fast, accurate and dependable Mrs. Alice
Emmerich 249 21164 Santa Clara
WEDNESDAY
FLICKS
"The
Getaway" Wed Jan 9th Morris
Dailey Aud Two shows 76 9:30pm
Admission SO cents Presented by
A S
"DIRTY HARRY" comes to Friday
Flicks, Clint Eastwood stars In
another detective flick filmed In the
bay ere.. Jan 11 at 78.10pm. ~Os
Daily Bud. Only SO cents. Sponsored
by Alpha Phi Omega. Soft drinks at
20 cents.

TRANSPORTATION
AFRICA
ISRAEL
EUROPE
STUDENT FLIGHTS ALL YEAR
ROUND CONTACT. 15CA, 11687
San Vicente Blvd. Apt, No. 4 L A
Calif 90049 TEL . 12131 826-5669 or
17141 2079010
FLYING SOON? Well "It pays to be
young with TWA" Your TWA
Bill
Representative
Campus
Crawford 125572621 can help you
make your GETAWAY. Fly at 18 per
cent off with TWA Youth passport IL
Take up to 24 months to pay with a
FREE GETAWAY CREDIT CARD.
Call 225 7262 for information after
5:00. For reservations call 298.6600
or your local travel agent
EXPERIMENTS IN TRAVELING
Eighth annual on regimented
student programs 0 wks Europe
student programs II wks Europe.
ContactBarbara Nevins, Student
Services West, Inc 1408/ 287-8240.

LOST & FOUND
lost 12173
LOST: Sr 10 Caicuiator
Duncan Hail REWARD 2483770

SPARTAN
DAILY
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
277-3175

NEAR S.J.S.U. Carpeted 3 bdrin
Fenced yard for children I. Pets
Garage, singles welcome Only 5200
169 101 RENTER sniall fee 2166511
SAVE ENERGY! Walk to this cozy
iarpeteri 3 bdrm, with basement.
fenced yard for children 8. pets
Fireplace Only $215 177 61 REN
’TER small fee 286 6511

r____ Classif__

JALANE "Petunia" GODDARD,
happy 2498 birthday, your lover
Terry.

-ied Rates

Print Your Ad Here:
,,0.., ,,. .
iritnis and spa,r,
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Warm reception

News Briefs
Compiled from the Associated Press

for graduate tenor

MIAs sought
WASHINGTON - The Defense Department yesterday
denied that a temporary halt in the search for missing
Americans in Indochina meant an end to the searches.
More than 1,100 American servicemen are still missing in
the jungles. One Pentagon spokesman said the math obstacle
to such searches is finding the areas which the Communist
officials in Laos, Cambodia, and North and South Vietnam
will allow to be searched.
The North Vietnamese, according to the spokesman, have
given one excuse after another" for postponing searches of
more than 100 possible sites.

Vote on campaign law
SACRAMENTO - Californians will vote this June on a
proposed campaign control law that would be one of the
toughest in the nation. Secretary of State Edmund G. Brown
Jr. announced yesterday.
The law would establish a state election campaign
watchdog commision, limit spending by candidates, increase
requirements for reporting campaign contributions and
provide tough penalties for violators.
The proposal also includes far reaching requirements for
candidates to disclose their personal finances. It would ban
campaign contributions by lobbyists.

Solzhenitsyn denounced

By Jagule Kubal
A sparse audience ap- was the quartet’s polished
the performance of the enwarmly
plauded
graduate recital of tenor C. thralling piece "La Oracion
Edwin Baer Monday night in del Torero" by composer
Joaquin Turina.
the Concert Hall.
Baer received his B.A. in
Baer stood rod-straight in
a dark grey suit as he sang music from Columbia Union
on the stage. He chose College in Washington, D.C.
several short works by He has studied voice and
German composer Richard organ at St. Cecilia’s ConStrauss including "Die servatory in Buenos Aires,
Nacht." Other pieces were Alma College in Michigan
selected from Handel, and the American ConDonizetti and Williams for a servatory of Music in
Chicago.
well-balanced program.
Since coming to California,
Baer was ably accompanied by pianist Mimi Baer has taught in the Santa
Van Horne and the San Clara Unified School District
Andreas String Quartet: and served as organist P. choirmaster of All Saint’s
Ephraim
violinists
Engleman and Jack Case Episcopal Church in Palo
with Chalmers Smith on Alto.
He is currently a student of
viola and Craig Vittetoe on
Raymond Nilsson, assistant
violoncello.
A highlight of the evening professor of music at SJSU.

Cancer insurance
plans discussed
A special cancer insurance
plan will be discussed 9 a.m.
to 3 p.m. today through
Friday in the faculty staff
dining room of the old
cafeteria.
Two members of the
California Association of
Educators will answer
questions about the plan.
The policy is written by the
American Family I.ife
Company,
Insurance
Columbus, Ga., and provides
benefits to help meet
and
medical
hospital,

SJSU chosen to host
journalism institute

surgical costs associated
with the disease.

’Dream Play’
to be staged
The
SJSU
Drama
Department will stage
Strindberg’s "A Dream
Play" Friday and Saturday
at 8 p.m. in the Studio
Theater. Admission is $1
general and 50 cents for
students.

For the second consecutive
year, SJSU has been selected
to hold the Wall Street
Journal Newspaper Fund’s
annual journalism teachers
institute next summer.
SJSU is one of the three
universities who will host the
institute July 22 through
Aug. 12.
Twenty-five high schools
and community college
teachers from throughout
the United States will participate.

1

Four units of graduate
study credit can be earned
for participating in the
sessions on writing for
newspapers, ethics and law
of the press, teaching of
journalism in secondary
area and graphic arts and
production of a university
press.
Irene Epstein, associate
professor of journalism, and
Clyde Lawrence, associate
professor of advertising, will
co-direct the institue.

’.
limAr. Buy 1 get one pitcher FREE.
Save $1.65. Good only
Wednesday, January 9.
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MOSCOW - The Soviet Union’s drive against novelist
Alexander Solzhenitsyn gathered force yesterday as Pravda
and three other government-controlled newspapers attacked
the author’s latest book, "Gulag Archipelago."
Solzhenitsyn was denounced for writing "anti-Soviet
slander" in his book about the Soviet labor camp system that
existed under Stalin. Solzhenitsyn is a former inmate of one
such labor camp.
"Gulag Archipelago" has become a best seller in Europe
but will not be published in the Soviet Union.

ARMY

ROTC

A.S. meeting today
The A.S. Council will hold
its last meeting of the
semester at 3 p.m. tomorrow
in the council chambers,
third level of the Student

Union. At press time, no
agenda was available.
The meeting is open to the
public

Colorado oil bids
DENVER I AP - Two
companies
seeking
to
produce crude oil from the
vast oil shale deposits of the
west jointly bid $210.3 million
yesterday to develop one
Colorado site.
The apparent high bid was
submitted by Standard Oil of
Indiana and Gulf Oil. It was
among eight bids submitted
under a federal program to
lease six 5000-acre tracts on
government
land
in

Colorado,
Utah.

Wyoming

and

’How to Parent
talk by Gliner
"How to Parent," by
Fitzhugh Dodson, will be the
subject of today’s Faculty
Book Talk by Dr. Cynthia
Gliner, assistant professor of
New College at 12:30 p.m. in
Room A of the Spartan
Cafeteria.
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Gaining leadership through experience gives you that extra
edge of self-confidence. That’s why experience in ROTC
builds qualities that are an important part of the leadership
that contributes to success in any kind of occupation. ROTC
is bringing men and women together, an exercise in human
relationships through group dynamics. ROTC is a focal point
for social activities, sporting events, and friendship. Enrollment as a freshman or sophmore in ROTC means no committment. In your junior year you will sign a contract which
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incurs an obligation to serve as a Second Lieutenant in the
U.S. Army reserves or regular Army. All cadets in their last
two years of the program will receive $100 each month for
the school year. Each year the Army awards three, two and
one year scholarships on a competitive basis to outstanding
students already participating in the ROTC program.
For further information please contact Colonel Glenn A.
Davis or Major Stephan R. Taylor in the Military Science
Department. (408) 277-2985 or 277-2986.

Wednesday January 9
Mac Quarrie Hall -3rd Floor

7:30 & 10PM
Morris Dailey Auditoriums
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